
Notes from Consultation Workshop on New Draft Pay TV Regulations 

 

• Time: September 21, 2018 

• Location: Da Nang 

• Organizer: Authority for Broadcast and Electronic Information (ABEI), under MIC 

• Sponsors: Vietnam PayTV Assocation (VNPAYTV), including SCTV and VTVcab 

• Participants: 

- MIC Vice Minister Hoang Vinh Bao 

- ABEI DG Nguyen Thanh Lam and his drafting team 

- Reps from Vietnamese broadcasters, pay TV operators 

- Foreign industry reps include Fox (Viet My Media), Bowers Group Asia (BGA), 

USABC and AVIA 

- Nielsen rep was present but made a presentation/pitch on TV rating method and did 

not participate in the discussion of the new regs. 

 

ABEI has received comments from both local and foreign industry on the proposed draft 

decree to admend decree 06/2016 on radio and television services. They have incorporated 

some reccomendations as reflected in draft 3 which was handed out to workshop participants. 

(The draft we commented on was the first draft). Some notable changes from the first draft: 

1. Advertising: Article 17.6 no longer bans advertising on foreign pay TV channels. 

The new language now reads: 

 

“6. [Foreign program channels supplied on pay radio and television services in 

Vietnam must ] not carry advertisements pre-inserted from abroad. Advertising 

contents (if any) must be inserted in Vietnam, in compliance with Vietnam’s 

advertising rules, and the press agency licensed to edit the channel shall hold primary 

responsibility for making sure that the length and content of the advertisements 

comply with advertising rules for pay TV channels.” 

 

ABEI also said they would apply the same restrictions on the amount of advertising 

on foreign non-pay TV channels as on domestic pay TV channels. 

 

2. Licensing OTT service: ABEI still keeps its proposal to mandate that all pay OTT 

services be licensed by MIC before they can be offered in Vietnam. However, ABEI 

said the licensing requirements and procedure for OTT service are more 

simplified/less burdensome than those for traditional pay TV channels. 

 

3. Editing requirements: ABEI maintains editing requirements for pay OTT contents, 

explaining that they need to create a level playing field between OTT and traditional 

broadcast channels by subjecting both to the same editing requirements. Privately, 

ABEI said content control is non-negotiable so there is no way they can/would 

remove editing requirements (i.e. censorship). 

 



Local industry also complained about the huge cost of editing requirements. MIC VM Bao 

said the ministry will consider lessening edititing requirements for non-news, non political 

contents. 

 

4. Local Content Quotas for OTT Services and Pay-TV: ABEI maintains the 

minimum 30% local content quota for both legacy TV and OTT services. They 

acknowledged the difference between OTT and traditional TV and couldn’t elaborate 

on how they are going to enforce this quota on OTT service. Neither could they offer 

a definition of this quota (i.e. 30% of the number of titles/programs on a service or on 

each “channel” if there’s a TV channel offered via OTT). But MIC VM Bao said 

Vietnam cannot afford to drop this requirement. ABEI is likely to propose a transition 

period for this requirement. 

 

5. Proposed List of Socially Impacting Events and Programs: ABEI is studying 

international best practices about this and was careful not to make any commitment to 

the local industry, primary VNPAYTV, which requested that the government 

negotiate rights for these contents on behalf of the local industry. As ABEI drafts a 

circular to provide details on this list, they will continue to consult with both foreign 

and local industry. 

 

 

6. Foreign Investment Limitations: ABEI intends to open up more room for foreign 

investments in the TV/video business. In the proposed revised article 12.1.a, 

Vietnam’s securities law can apply to give foreign ownership more than the current 

49% cap. 

 

7. Quality of service (QoS) requirements for OTT: the proposed new decree does not 

impose any QoS requirements for OTT services. 

 

8. Protectionism:  

 

Local industry (i.e. VNPAYTV) proposed that MIC limit the number of licenses for 

OTT and in the immediate term do not license any foreign OTT service citing that the 

market is already saturated and that domestic players have to comply with a lot of 

rules while foreign OTT services do not. 

 

MIC denied this proposal. 

 

9. Price controls:  

Local industry proposed that a “floor” pice must be imposed by the government to 

prevent “dumping” practices, particularly by telcos and foreign players.  

ABEI agreed and will propose that the Ministry of Finance amend the Price Law and 

relevant regulations to include pay-TV in the “essential list of services” that would 

require price controls. However, a rep from the telecome department of MIC 

disagreed, saying Vietnam’s law does not mandate a “floor price” for any good & 

service because there is no scientific way to agree to a floor price as the cost structure 



of each business is different. Vietnam’s competition law only bans dumping, which is 

selling below cost, and does not set a floor price. 

 

10. Ban on partnership in production of news content: ABEI maintains the proposed 

revised article 16.3 that bans partnership in production of news programs and bulletins. 

However, workshop participants contested that the government must separate political 

contents from purely commercial/enterntainment contents. The former could/should be 

regulated by the press law. The latter should be governed by commercial rules so that 

those non-political news updates could still be produced in partnership with non-press 

organizations. ABEI made note of this but it’s unlikely they are going to change their 

position. 

 

 


